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About This Game

When the world is in danger, the people turn to a hero. Entrusted with the mythical gun Angelheart, you must take down the
villainous Gold Smoke and his dastardly gang. Do you have what it takes to become The Arcslinger?

- An original story and universe
- Optimized for Oculus and Vive featuring support for two motion controlled guns

- Discover dozens of Arcs and sling them to unleash incredible powers
- 15 levels of first-person shooter VR fun

- Become a master gunslinger as you fight your way to saving the world
- Featuring the voice talents of Nolan North, Jessica DiCicco, Roger Craig Smith, and Jason Spisak
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Title: The Arcslinger
Genre: Action
Developer:
Big Red Button Entertainment, Inc
Publisher:
Big Red Button Entertainment, Inc
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: i5-4590 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia 980 GTX or higher

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires Oculus Rift or HTC Vive

English
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Short but sweet is how I'd describe this game. This is mobile port, so there isn't much depth or length to be found here. It feels a
lot like those gun games you would find in an arcade like Time Crisis.

 The story is very bare bones, but the pro voice acting was a nice touch. Please don't buy this for the story.

The gunplay is the main draw to this game and I think they nailed it. The game goes beyond simply point-and-shoot by giving
you access to special abilities called 'arcs'.The slinging mechanic feels really great and intuitive for activating your special
abilities. With a flick of your wrist in a particular direction lets you activate one of three special abilities you can have equipped
at any one time. (Slow time is OP!). The gunplay is nicely polished.

This game only consists of the main campaign which is less than an hour short if you don't die. You are encouraged to do
multiple playthroughs because at the end of each playthrough you are given the choice to pocket one of the abilities you leveled
up through the campaign.

Unfortunately, there are no difficulty settings. The game gets ridiculously easy if you equip the powerful abilities and just spam
them. The only way to control the difficulty is by limiting yourself on which abilities you use, which is disappointing.

Also, this game has a consistent problem on certain levels where enemies shoot you through walls or from angles from which it
is very difficult to hit back.

Bottom line: Play this if you want a satisfying, easy shoot-em-up that makes you feel like a badass. Good for kids too if you
think they are old enough for cartoony guns and voilence. Only buy at a discount.

Developer feedback:
-Please integrate difficulty levels (or perhaps a horde mode?)
-Please integrate a scoring system so you can set high scores to try and beat
-Fix the issue where enemies shoot at you through walls. A slick wave shooter with high production values and a cartoony, kid-
friendly vibe.
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